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Overview  
 
We start this report with a breakdown of attendance and participation in core activities for 
the year, shown below. 

Attendance 

Total attenders (core activities) 432,426 

Theatre attenders 83432 

Theatre attenders (Salford) 7930 

Gallery Visitors 44,950 

Learning & Engagement participants Participants:  17,597 

School theatre attendance: 213  

Our first Lowry: 150 

Under 5’s & Family participants: 2716 

Learning & Engagement participants (Salford) Participants: 10,928 

School theatre attendance: 26 

Our first Lowry:150 

Under 5’s & Family participants: 1628 

 

 

Public revenue funding during the period was 11% of total income (2% Salford City Council; 
5% Arts Council and 4% the Government’s Job Retention Scheme). In addition, the sum of 
£274k was received as a capital contribution from Salford City Council.  

 



Total employees from Salford increased by 22% last year. Direct employment figures over the 
period were as follows.  

Employment  

Total number of employees 594 

Total number of Salford employees 176 

Total volunteer hours 16,190.75  

Total volunteer hours (Salford) 5,396   

 

The Management Team has continued to work to maintain a balance between the 
organisation’s financial model and its artistic and charitable ambitions, whilst also recovering 
from the impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic. Financial improvements continue to be made 
because of the energy efficiency initiatives, and the ongoing organic growth of our third-party 
ticket agency business. As a result, we can continue to develop the artistic ambition and 
outreach activity further each year. 

The following is a report on our achievements and performance for the year, month by 
month. This details the breadth and quality of our artistic and learning and engagement 
programmes with, for and in Salford communities.  

 

ACHIEVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE  

Once again, this has been a year like no other. We were thrilled to finally welcome back 
audiences, visitors and communities to our building. We have celebrated being in each other’s 
company again and seeing our building bursting back into action has been life-affirming. We 
have reunited with partner companies and artists who have also shared our experiences; 
together we have supported each other to get back to what we do best – creating and sharing 
art and culture with Salford and the world. 
 
It has been a year of tremendous highs and a few lows – and our journey has not been a 
straightforward one. As we headed into the winter months, it was evident that rising cases of 
Covid-19 would once again present us with challenges. Christmas performances were 
cancelled, staff were asked to work from home where possible and our building was forced 
to close for several days over the Christmas period. Despite all this, the adaptability and 
resilience of our artists and teams has been remarkable. We have been able to flex and 
respond to an ever-changing landscape and continue to drive towards what we hope will be 
a return to ‘normality’ once and for all. 
 



And yet, there is no doubt that things will never be quite the same again. The last two years 
have brought about so many changes for us all, as individuals, as an organisation and wider 
society. For The Lowry, we are stronger, more resilient, more determined, even more 
appreciative and more passionate about who we serve, who we are and what we do.  
 

THEATRE PROGRAMME 

Online and Lowry Digital Highlights  

The Lowry continues to offer one of the most diverse and high-quality programmes in the 
Country, finding new and flexible ways to present theatre during the various stages of the 
COVID restrictions and onto the transition to recovery. 

 

Whilst COVID 19 restrictions were still in place and with The Lowry’s doors still closed, we 
succeeded in premiering commissions to audiences through our #LoveLowry Platform. Online 
Highlights included The Faction’s The Last Duchess and Medea/Worn which are two 
reimagining’s of live performances first seen at New Diorama Theatre, filmed predominantly 
in Salford. The pieces have since received film festival selections. Distant Dream, a piece 
composed by Finn Anderson and performed by The Sunday Boys was filmed at The Lowry, 
and along with its accompanying documentary explores the idea of speaking to our former 
selves and what it means to discover yourself. The Sunday Boys are Greater Manchester’s 
own inclusive LGBTQ+ choir for low voice singers to learn to sing great music, perform and 
make friends. We also presented a live stream of partner company Rambert’s dance-theatre 
ROOMS, this gave us a glimpse into the lives of 100 characters, echoing the nation’s 
experiences of watching each other’s stories from a distance. 

Building on the success of #LoveLowry, we launched LOWRY DIGITAL, our purpose-built 
platform for performances, exhibitions, films and experiences online - available to enjoy 
wherever you are, at home or on the move. We are now able to live-stream performance 
filmed with our own kit (thanks to our grant from the Weston Culture Fund) and by our own 
up-skilled audio-visual team. Lowry Digital launched with the Empty Auditorium season, 
curated by our associate Programmer for Dance, Eckhard Thiemann, showcasing 
performances from across the world made by artists in iconic buildings when they were still 
closed to the public, including Munich Opera House, Zurich Schauspielhaus, The Royal Albert 
Hall and The Lowry. 
 



LOWRY DIGITAL also hosts new work developed through our LIVE NOW digital commissioning 
programme. This includes A Dangerous Thing by Proto-type Theater and The Alter, by 
immersive entertainment company Swamp Motel. Limbik Theatre previewed their new digital 
commission called Voice Thief – a one-to one performance taking place over What’s App, 
using a combination of live calls, messaging, and 3D spatial audio.  
 
We were delighted to present live work back on our stages as audiences started to return, 
with a programme as eclectic and high profile as ever. Audiences were delighted to see two 
of the country’s most popular comedy performers and writers; Michael Spicer as the first 
artist back to perform indoors on our Lyric stage and Stewart Lee who got off to a dynamic 
start with his new show Snowflake/ Tornado, a double bill of two new sets of material. 
 
Emma Corrin (The Crown) starred in Anna X, the intriguing story of Anna Sorokin who posed 
as a wealthy German heiress. The fabulous and enduring Magic Goes Wrong came to us as 
part of its first national tour and heralded the return of our large-scale commercial 
programme. ‘Evenings with’ Grayson Perry and Tim Peake proved popular, and the Rewrites 
Festival returned to the Studio with Lewis Cornay’s musical Snowflake. This was made 
available to watch later online alongside live streamed performances of other brand-new 
musicals in development.   
 
We loved welcoming back our partner companies who remain an integral part of our 
programme. Opera North returned with a brand-new production of Carmen, and a double bill 
of Bernstein’s Trouble in Tahiti and West Side Story Symphonic Dances. Birmingham Royal 
Ballet’s Don Quixote signalled the return of large-scale classical ballet to the Salford stage. 
Rambert presented a live performance of Draw From Within, a piece we had live streamed 
just the year before. 
 

The Lowry is proud to retain its position as the leading dance venue in the UK outside of 
London. Noteworthy elements this year got underway with Northern Ballet making its 
triumphant return, commencing its first national tour in over a year with performances of 
Dangerous Liaisons. Carlos Acosta returned with his deeply personal On Before, as a 
celebration of theatres nationwide opening their doors once again. Related to this Acosta 
Danza’s 100% Cuban toured to us through the Dance Consortium.  



 

Artist Dickson Mbi who we have previously developed work with, brought us the world 
premiere of Enowate, an extraordinary solo performance we co-commissioned, inspired by a 
visit to his ancestral home in Cameroon. Botis Seva’s beautifully brutal BLKDOG combines 
emotionally charged hip hop dance with a brooding, complex score. We were so pleased to 
host the U:Dance festival once again in the Quays Theatre. 10 diverse and dynamic dance 
groups from across the Northwest took part in an inclusive and celebration of young talent. 
 
Diversity and Inclusion has always been at the heart of our programme. To profile some 
examples of this; we worked with independent dance artists Harry Alexander and Azara 
Meghie, alongside an on-screen appearance of Corali Dance Company (leaders in dance 
created by artists with a learning disability) and the Camberwell Incredibles (an arts collective 
of practising artists and learning diverse adults).  

Artists Nigel Barrett and Louise Mari in collaboration with disability and welfare rights activist 
Kerry Underhill launched Mystery Trip, an epic digital excursion created with a gang of people 
across the country confined to their homes due to chronic health conditions, enabling 
audiences to experience unique live mystery trips from the comfort of their homes via an 
online coach. We were once again joined by Ballet Black for their Triple Bill, and Agudo Dance 
for their flamenco infused contemporary reimagining of Carmen.  
 
Throughout the year we hosted Pagrav Dance Company who brought us Kattam Kati, a joyous, 
contemporary celebration of the Indian Kathak dance tradition. Human by Extraordinary 
Bodies – a disability-led circus company with a fully accessible performance, providing us a 
timely celebration and reminder of our common humanity, and our ability to move forward 
together. Frozen Light appeared with their show 2065. An immersive sensory extravaganza 
for adults with profound and multiple learning disabilities. Frozen Light are experts in creating 



sensory theatre for adults with PMLD and the show was a wonderful experience for the 
audience and Lowry team alike. Phoenix Dance Theatre who are internationally respected for 
their artistic programmes which encapsulate the diverse spirit of multicultural Britain, 
appeared at The Lowry with Opera North in West Side Story Symphonic Dances. 
 
We were delighted at the return of outdoor and offsite performances as part of a new 
programme Lowry Beyond that builds on recent events like Roundabout to take cultural 
events ‘beyond’ our building to Salford communities. We brought the hit international 
walking story ‘c-o-n-t-a-c-t' to Media City along with Circuit 2, a series of free dance and circus 
performances on the service road encircling our building. 
 

 
 
For the next Lowry Beyond event, The Lowry, in partnership with Lost in Translation and 
Irlam and Cadishead Community Festival brought a fabulous Big Top to Prince’s Park. This 
was a sell-out event, combining big top circus and a fantastic range of shows in an 11-day 
celebration of community and live performance. Over 2000 people from Salford attended 
performances and free workshops and we were delighted to be joined by City Mayor, Paul 
Dennett to officially open the tent. 
 
The Lowry brought Paines Plough’s Roundabout to Victoria Park, Swinton – its fifth 
appearance in Salford community locations, with its thrilling mix of fresh new writing, 
performances and free community activities for all ages. We partnered with eight local 
organisations and over 30 local artists, volunteers and community members to shape and 
deliver this fantastic range of free events which welcomed 770 children, families and 
residents. 
 
Also looking beyond our building, the Lowry Beyond programme took us closer again to 
Salford communities, with play-meets-quiz The Last Quiz Night on Earth at The Station in 
Irlam, and international choreographers Alessandro Sciarroni and Thick & Tight at Salford Lads 
Club in collaboration with Submerge Festival. 



 
The Lowry is continuing to build on its reputation as one of the Country’s leading venues for 
Contemporary Circus and plays a role within the sector at a National and International level. 
This year this included Contra, a one-woman contemporary circus show and strongwoman 
Charmaine Childs presented Power, originally commissioned by The Lowry for WEEK 53 
Festival. The Chosen Haram, a bold and brilliant piece of contemporary circus, by Sadiq Ali 
explored themes of faith, sexuality, addiction and human connection, through a blend of 
exquisite Chinese pole skills, visual and physical theatre and a pumping soundtrack. 

Our Artist Development programme continues to nurture and support emerging talent from 
the Northwest and further afield. TalkShow by Telethon took place in the Studio, inviting 
audiences to take part in a televised charity special that veered wildly off the rails. Talk show’s 
Take This Test, and Dante or Die’s Skin Hunger on Film were shown online as Developed With 
and #LoveLowry commissions. 

The Rewrites Festival returned to showcase three new musicals on our Lyric Stage: GAME 
THEORY by Rachel Bellman and Josh Bird, A MOTHER’S SONG by Finn Anderson and Tania 
Azevedo and 34 by Drew Dillon. The festival was filmed too and is distributed via Stream. 
Theatre. Developed With company Thick & Tight premiered Short & Sweet with us, a new 
variety show featuring contemporary dance, theatre, drag and lip synching. Short & Sweet 
also marks the company’s 10-year anniversary.  
 
The world premiere of Tomorrow Is Not Promised ‘Developed With’ show as part of our Artist 
Development programme took place. Written and directed by Salford based artist Tian 
Glasgow and produced by Tian’s company New Slang Productions, this beautifully crafted 
performance incorporates theatre, movement and live music. The piece was also live 
streamed. 
 
Associate Artists Police Cops presented their new show Police Cops: The Musical at New 
Diorama in London in December, receiving 3 & 4* reviews. They are now working towards a 
run at Edinburgh Fringe 2022. 
 
Despite closing our doors for six days over the Christmas period, we celebrated a record-
breaking Christmas as audiences flocked to see Matthew Bourne’s festive treat Nutcracker, 
The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe, SIX, Stick Man and Little Penguin’s First Christmas. It 
was a very special time for us and our audiences. 

We welcomed a fabulous and highly acclaimed production of Disney’s Bedknobs and 
Broomsticks, complete with spellbinding effects and a flying bed. After a delay of two years 
Les Misérables made a triumphant arrival at our Lyric Theatre stage. The staff, company and 
audiences alike were deeply moved by the significance of this show’s arrival. The Feel-good 
Everybody’s Talking About Jamie was fully embraced too, achieving a sold-out two week run.  

 
A Standout highlight and a sell out in a matter of minutes was Gary Barlow who brought his 
new one-man show A Different Stage – a truly exclusive performance at The Lowry. It was a 
tremendous success, receiving rave reviews from all lucky enough to get a ticket. 



 
VISUAL ARTS  

Our combination of major gallery exhibitions with shorter, pop-up residencies, workshops 
and projects always brings a fresh edge to our programme alongside regular commissions of 
new work by artists around the world. 

The Lowry’s permanent display of the LS Lowry of the LS Lowry Collection continued to be 
extremely popular with visitors and tourists from Salford and beyond, as well as schools and 
college groups.  

 
As part of the transition from COVID restrictions into the recovery phase The Galleries opened 
at weekends only, with the Days Like These exhibition and highlights of the LS Lowry 
Collection. The Exhibitions Steering Group, made up of people from across Salford, designed 
and installed one of the main gallery spaces, featuring work they have made that responds to 
the themes of Days Like These.  We were thrilled that Lowry’s historic and significant painting 
‘David Lloyd-George's Birthplace, Manchester’ has now joined the Collection via the 
acceptance-in-Lieu scheme. 

 
We continued to lend several key works by LS Lowry of Peel Park to Salford Museum and Art 
Gallery’s Rediscovering Salford exhibition, and in our own galleries we displayed a major 
painting by LS Lowry, due to be sold at Sotheby’s London, called Going to the Match 1928, 
showing a crowd of rugby supporters on their way to see Salford Rugby Club (now known as 
Salford Reds). 
 
In August 2021 we opened the first annual Copley Prize exhibition, in the Copley Community 
Cases.  The exhibition celebrated the generous support for the prize by Noel and Alison 
Copley, and shone a spotlight on extraordinary artworks made by young children, inspired by 
the work of LS Lowry himself.  The breadth of skills, materials, styles and imagination 
employed by the exhibiting children demonstrated how keenly they responded to Lowry’s 
work.  The winning work, by a young student from Monton, has been exhibited in the main 
galleries, hung beside Lowry’s work, all year. As part of World Aids Day, the Galleries held 
daily showings of a film, HIV+Me, that showcased three ordinary people from Greater 



Manchester, including one individual from Salford, all living with HIV.  The Copley Community 
Cases on our second-floor profile a new exhibition by Venture Arts. ‘The Art of Now’ brings 
together engaging new artworks by young creators from their Young People’s Art Club and 
their outreach schools’ programme. The exhibition incorporates painting, ceramics, 
sculpture, textiles and film.  This is the latest in a long-standing collaboration with Venture 
Arts, who support people with learning disabilities to reach their full potential through visual 
arts and culture.   
 
EDITs is a strand of the exhibitions programme that enables artists and performers to develop 
previously unexplored ideas in a gallery setting. Its short-term format allows for ambitious 
presentations of work from a range of creative practices; previous invited EDITs artists have 
included DJs, dancers and choreographers, illustrators and artist collectives, who may not 
have shown their work in an exhibition format. EDITs provide an opportunity to support artists 
at a pivotal point in their career, particularly North West based artists who are currently 
under-represented.  
 
This year Manchester based comic creator Julian Gray staged his first solo exhibition, Stories 
For Us. Julian is a queer, trans, disabled and mixed-race artist, who uses his comics to platform 
characters who aren’t generally represented in mainstream comic culture. The exhibition 
brought to life a number of Julian's comics, accompanied by development sketches and 
timelapses demonstrating Julian’s draughtsmanship and approach to character designs, and 
a number of graphic novels that influenced his work. Julian's work enabled stories to be told 
through the lens of different voices, and to encourage visitors to feel inspired to share their 
own experiences through the medium of comic making. At the heart of the exhibition was a 
creation station, where visitors engaged with the process of comic making through drawing 
and writing and were invited to display their finished creations in the gallery space, 
contributing to an evolving, collective response to the exhibition.  
EDITs are often participatory and engaging with new audiences. During this exhibition we 
welcomed a number of groups and communities to engage with Julian's work, through a 
series of workshops, events and tours. These included a free weekly drawing social, open to 
local artists who feel their stories are rarely represented in mainstream media (including but 
not limited to creatives who are trans, queer, disabled, neurodiverse, and/or people of 
colour), a comic drawing workshop for beginners (led by Julian himself) and curator led tours 
to local groups such as Salford based ESOL Learners community tours. 
 
QUAYS CULTURE  

The Lowry continue to lead the strategic public realm art programme Quays Culture, reporting 
to the Salford Cultural & Place Partnership (SCPP).  Quays Culture presents high profile, 
award-winning, large-scale outdoor art events in the public spaces of Salford Quays taking 
audiences on a journey of artistic innovation, commissioning and collaborating with some of 
the world’s most pioneering artists and creators to bring world-class experiences to Salford 
Quays. All events are free to the public. 
  
Quays Culture presents two large-scale events a year – one in Summer and a 10-day 
interactive light festival, Lightwaves, in December.  
 



In summer 2021, Quays Festival, a free event for Salford residents run by Quays Culture 
Partnership, celebrated its return with a spectacular new aerial dance performance created 
by Scarabeus on The Lowry’s iconic tower. It also marked the installation of a striking new 
sculptural commission by Liz West which is now on permanent display on the Media City 
steps. A complimentary programme of workshop activity and a participatory Colour Swim 
event engaged visitors in printmaking, samba music and more. Quays Festival was combined 
for the first time with The Lowry Open Day which attracted more than 4000 people. People 
of all ages came to the building, including 40% Salford attenders and 15% from 
underrepresented groups. 
 
In December Quays Culture’s annual Lightwaves Festival welcomed 450,000 visitors to see 
the Quays transformed by light for 10-days of mesmerising displays. The free annual Salford 
festival featured a bold new commission by Luke Jerram entitled Floating Earth alongside an 
ambitious programme of work that captivated audiences of all ages.  
 
Quays Culture continued to tour artworks nationally and internationally, engaging audiences 
across the world each year. From September – February, Quays Culture commission Mystery 
Bird was presented at Greenwich & Docklands International Festival, Leeds Light Night & 
Oldham Illuminate. Meanwhile, Spectrum toured to Dubai and The Squirrel was displayed as 
part of Celebrate Halton. 
 

 
 

LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT  

Throughout all stages of the pandemic we have continued to find ways to support children, 
young people and families through creative activities across Salford.  

Creativity for Wellbeing:  

To combat social isolation and the negative impact on physical and mental health we 
developed an online programme of events for children and adults. The free online creativity 
for wellbeing was a huge success across 5 weeks with over 2000 participants engaging in over 



50 hours of online creative activities including yoga for children, Lowry inspired illustration 
for adults and a poetry and creative writing course themed to wellbeing.  

Creative packs and resources: 

In response to feedback about anti-social behaviour, isolation and mental health challenges 
in Little Hulton & Walkden and Cadishead via local Councillors and Neighbourhood managers, 
we worked closely with these contacts to develop bespoke creative packs, funded by The 
Lowry’s emergency appeal. We created 300 packs for children, full of art materials and 
wellbeing activities.  

We worked with Salford City Council’s Friends of Peel Park and Salford’s Culture & Place 
Partnership to develop a bespoke ‘Peel Park activity pack’, which was professionally 
illustrated, printed and delivered to 1000 residents around Peel Park. The activities were 
aimed at encouraging engagement with nature, and the park itself in creative ways to support 
positive mental wellbeing.  

In partnership with the LifeCentre in Salford, we put together 6000 creative packs for children 
and young people, including activity books and art resources, distributed by food banks to 
children on free school meals. 

Partnership working with key organisations has been paramount, including Child and 
Adolescent Mental Health Services, Liberty House, Salford Foyer, SCL, SCC Youth Service, SCC 
Looked After Children’s Services and numerous schools. 

Arts For Social Change: 

The Lowry’s Arts for Social Change programme prioritises young people in Salford who are 
vulnerable or ‘at risk’. During the pandemic the focus was on using creativity to improve 
wellbeing and increase life chances.  
 
Young Carers: 
Whilst working online our Lowry Young Carers created a brand-new film, ‘Time To Care’, 
aimed at identifying and supporting primary-aged hidden young carers and they worked with 
LUNG Theatre on a national ‘I Care’ campaign advocating for young carers and developing 
leadership skills. All Arts For Social Change groups showcased their hard work and 
achievements in our first online celebration event, celebrating the young people, who we 
worked tirelessly to keep engaged and supported throughout the pandemic. It was a joyous 
moment to come together once again. 
 
Who Cares:  
We were proud to welcome back The Lowry, Gaddum & LUNG’s Who Cares to The Lowry’s 
Aldridge Studio, following a national tour. Who Cares is a ground-breaking, award-winning 
piece of verbatim theatre exploring the lives of young carers, originally commissioned by The 
Lowry. We welcomed supporters and stakeholders back to celebrate the ongoing success of 
this life-changing project, and to share the achievements of the current cohort of young carers 
on our Arts for Social Change programme. 
 
 



Youth Homelessness 

Weekly outreach sessions were delivered at Salford Foyer and Liberty House with both 
groups co-producing an Open Mic Night on 10th December 21. This event was created by, 
with and for young people aged 16-25 living in temporary accommodation.  They chose 
Islington Mill as their event venue and we partnered with Manchester Street Poem to create 
art works and to support event logistics. The event was a fantastic demonstration of the 
young people’s creative talent, presenting their ideas, experiences and aspirations through 
spoken word, music and art.  
 
Open Mic Night Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WmT7-mlNHcQ  
 

 
 
Looked After Children and Care Leavers  
We continued to work in partnership with Greater Manchester’s Youth Network, Salford’s 
Looked After Children’s Team, Early Help and Social Services to engage and support looked 
after young people in creative activities which promote wellbeing and provide a safe, fun 
space to connect with peers. This has been vital during the pandemic when isolation, mental 
health difficulties, family challenges and risk taking behaviour were at an all-time high. When 
the building re-opened the group relished the return of in person creative sessions and the 
opportunity to connect, make friends and make art together. In December, the group went 
to see The Lion The Witch and The Wardrobe and for many this was their first ever experience 
of live theatre. 
 
CAHMS (Child & Adolescent Mental Health Services) & STARLAC (Salford Therapeutic Advisory 
& Referral Service for Looked After Children) 
We delivered bi-weekly online visual art sessions for CAMHS and to enable young people to 
participate in the activities we delivered art resources to all our Looked After Young People 
and to the CAMHS group. When restrictions lifted, the CAMHS group chose to remain online. 
They also renamed themselves the Be Magic Creatives. 
 



#GETINVOLVED 
Our #GetInvolved provision is open to referrals for vulnerable or ‘at risk’ young people from 
Salford. During the pandemic they worked online with an applied arts specialist to develop a 
short animation piece which they shared at the Arts for Social Change Showcase in the 
summer. Members of this group also hosted the online event. As restrictions lifted, we 
offered a combination of online and in person creative sessions, which connected young 
people in a safe, creative space to have fun together.  
 
Young Parents  
In partnership with Salford’s Early Help and Young Parents teams we continued fortnightly in 
person engagement, with Covid secure measures, to enable young families to engage and 
access the support networks and services they need. This programme was incredibly 
important at a time when families were feeling isolated, lacking a support network and 
struggling with mental health and wellbeing. The creative sessions helped to reduce isolation, 
use creativity for wellbeing and support parents to develop healthy parent-child relationships. 
Sessions included wellbeing walks in various parks and a trip to RHS Bridgewater.  
 
Stage Directions: 
In May 21 we restarted Onstage Schools Delivery as part of our Stage Directions programme, 
following heavy disruption. Practitioners and trainees in six schools across Salford worked 
with pupils to develop creativity, theatre skills and confidence. We adapted the programme 
to more closely meet the needs of our schools, professionals and support the city’s young 
people in a post-pandemic climate. In July 21 we staged celebration events across the partner 
schools; enabling young people to showcase their new skills, share what they have made and 
celebrate being part of Stage Directions. 
 
In summer, Stage Directions worked with partners Salford Community Leisure, Walk The 
Plank and SCC to deliver five weeks of activities with young people across Ordsall, Eccles, 
Walkden and Pendleton. 232 children and young people were engaged to explore all elements 
of theatre making and performance from technical theatre to puppetry, from storytelling to 
drama and from dance to creative making.  
 
Holiday Activity: 
We worked with over 30 local partners across the city to deliver our biggest ever summer of 
free, open access, creative activities throughout Salford. Through projects such as Stage 
Directions, MediaCity Summer of Play and Healthy Holidays we delivered 542 hours of 
creative activities over the summer, reaching 1766 children and young people. 
 
As part of the Holiday Activity Fund, 100 Salford young people who qualify for free school 
meals visited The Lowry for a meal and to see The Lion, The Witch & The Wardrobe.  
 
Creative Learning: 
School workshop delivery recommenced from October 21 and despite schools being 
hampered by Covid outbreaks (with many restricting external trips) we delivered 48 creative 
learning workshops and visits with Salford Schools. 
 



We began our first Artist in Residence programme at Bridgewater Primary School in Salford. 
The artist has worked 1 day a week with children across the whole school to develop their art 
skills and has worked closely with teachers to embed arts across all areas of the curriculum. 
The school are working towards the Artsmark Award - the creative quality standard accredited 
by Arts Council England.  
 
The first meeting of the newly relaunched Lowry Teachers Network took place in February 
with 45 teachers from across the North West.  
The Theatre Nation Partnership (National Theatre) toured a performance of Jekyll and Hyde 
into 10 schools across Salford, Rochdale and Wigan, reaching 2000 young people. 
 
The Copley Prize continued throughout the pandemic, encouraging children under 11 to get 
creative and submit their L.S Lowry inspired artwork to the competition. Zayn Fazal from 
Monton was the 2021 winner of the Copley Prize. His work ‘Going to School’ is a reimagining 
of LS Lowry’s ‘Going to Work (1959) which was hung in our galleries alongside Lowry’s 
works. 
 
10 targeted Salford primary schools were recruited to our Copley Outreach programme. 
They enjoyed a visit to see The Smartest Giant in Town, took part in a series of free visual 
arts workshops with all children involved achieving an Arts Award. 
 

 
 
NT Speak Up 
In September 2021, The Lowry began a co-creation and youth voice pilot project with the 
National Theatre, Speak Up. Speak Up supports young people to develop confidence, 
communication skills, explore perspectives on issues relevant to them and amplify their 
voices through creativity. Following a highly successful pilot in three schools, the 
programme will now extend to 15 secondary schools in Salford, Wigan and Rochdale for 
the next three years. 
 
 



Creative Families 
We formally launch our free creative family programme in the Carole Nash Lookout, aimed 
at engaging young families from Salford who may be marginalised, or otherwise alienated 
from taking part in the arts and creative activities together. All the activities support being 
creative as a family, trying a variety of activities and having fun together. Salford residents 
have advance priority booking. All family activities were fully booked from Jan – March, with 
60% of bookers being Salford residents.  
 
In February we had the first visit of our new cohort of Booths family members; families of 
children with disabilities from Salford. 100 members came to watch the relaxed 
performance of The Smartest Giant in Town and the feedback was magnificent.  
 
In March 22 we launched Arty Party – formerly Relaxed Playhouse – at Springwood Primary 
school, offering regular creative sessions for families of children with disabilities in Salford 
to attend together and have a shared creative experience.  

 
Youth Employability & Skills: 
During the pandemic we collaborated with Speakers for Schools, offering online work 
experience sessions for young people aged 14-17. 60 young people enjoyed fun, full-day 
workshops exploring the day-to-day life in a professional arts venue and the variety of careers 
available. 
 
Offsite placements took place with 6 NEET young people to put together creative packs and 
3 young people undertaking Front of House roles on Roundabout pop up theatre in Victoria 
Park, Swinton. In November 2021, on-site placements were finally able to return and 
participants spent time with our Galleries, Front of House, Catering and Learning teams, 
developing a wide range of skills and experiences. 
 
Through referrals from Connexions, Greater Manchester Youth Network, Salford Youth 
Justice Service and Salford Foyer we started working with individuals who have been 
isolated during the pandemic and need to expand their experience and build confidence. A 
range of pastoral one to ones, arts award sessions and work shadowing opportunities were 
developed for each young person. We also started a paid Lowry Traineeship for a young 
person from Salford Foyer, as a progression route following his YES placement and 
supporting him towards employment.  
 
YES Drama 
Our drama group for young people from Salford, age 16-24 with learning disabilities re-
started in Jan 2021 at The Lowry. This group uses drama and creativity to explore 
employability skills with young people who are NEET. The group is mixed ability, from non-
verbal communicators to people on the autistic spectrum. Sessions are supported by a paid 
trainee facilitator with learning disabilities, Amy, who progressed from being a volunteer 
with the group.  
 
 



 
 
Next Step (SCC Care Leavers service) 
During February 21 we worked with Next Step staff and 4 Care Leavers to help transform 
their ‘family room’ from an uninviting office-like space to a homely welcoming room for 
visiting young people. The project was co-designed and executed by the young people who 
use the space; they were involved in every aspect from design and planning, to sourcing 
furnishings and painting the walls. Through this project 8 NEET young adults have developed 
their creative and practical skills and are proud of the results. 
 
Kickstarter  
Government funded paid roles for 18-24 year olds who are not in education or employment. 
We successfully hosted 5 Kickstart placements, with 3 of those continuing to work with The 
Lowry; 1 progressed to full time employment as a Social Media Executive in the 
Communications team, 1 progressed to part time employment as Learning & Participation 
Co-ordinator and 1 continues casual work as a theatre technician.  
 
Freelancers & Trainees: 
The Lowry continues to be a leader in sector workforce resilience and development, 
recognising the difficulties faced by freelance practitioners at this time. 

The Lowry Emerging Practitioners programme supported early career creative practitioners 
via mentoring and training throughout the year. With particular focus on engaging 
practitioners who are currently underrepresented within the sector, who are from a 
diverse range of backgrounds, or those who have adverse life experiences and experienced 
barriers to training and employment within the arts.  

We employed 5 new ‘Support Artist’ roles within the Arts for Social Change programme for 
early-career artists to develop their skills, gain valuable employment and experience.  We 
have recruited: 1 disabled artist, 2 care-leavers, 1 artist with lived experience of 
homelessness to ensure young people see themselves represented within our workforce. 

We also delivered 4 days of free training focused on delivering accessible and inclusive 
creative programmes for young people, safeguarding, creative evaluation, embedding the 
Arts Council's quality principles and adopting a co-creative approach. 



Through Stage Directions we delivered a 2 day residential for 27 teachers, teaching 
assistants, managers/partners, practitioners and trainees. We employed another 6 Stage 
Directions trainees, with a series of training and development sessions alongside 
experiential learning.  

 
Show Selectors: 
In December 2021 we launched Show Selectors, a funded pilot programme for 15 adults 
from Salford to work together to shape The Lowry’s theatre programme in communities 
and in the building. 2 community ambassadors were employed to recruit and support the 
group, helping to ensure diverse representation. The group includes Salford residents who 
are disabled, neurodiverse, hearing impaired, ethnically diverse, working class, identify as 
LGBTQ+, different genders and ages. 

The group have been to see a wide range of shows at The Lowry, Contact, HOME and Hope 
Mill, meeting up between shows to feedback on their experiences. Next, they will decide 
what they want to programme in community venues across Salford and help to encourage 
their families, friends and communities to attend. 

 
Centre For Advanced Training in Dance (CAT): 
 
During the building closure our Centre for Advanced Training in Dance (CAT) Students trained 
offsite across Salford & Manchester. In July 21 they presented a fantastic performance in The 
Lyric Theatre, the first time all the groups are back together in The Lowry. The show is a 
wonderful coming together, and a celebration of the diverse skill, techniques, creativity and 
talent of our dance students. 
 

We took 11 graduates on the Audition Toolkit Trip to London & Leeds. This was a unique 
opportunity for all graduating CAT students to gain skills and advice about conservatoire 
application processes, helping them to prepare to apply and audition for prominent Dance 
Conservatories. 
 
We re-started open classes for ages 11-17 at the Lowry and launched a Pathways 
Programme engaging young people we have identified through Outreach work in weekly 
open classes, intensive workshops and tutorial support. 
 
U Dance NW 22 took place on 12th & 13th February, with over 250 young people coming to 
the Lowry to take part in the event. Showcasing some of the finest youth dance 
choreography from across the region, the festival weekend was filled with creative 
workshops, technical rehearsals, dance challenges and a mainstage showcase each evening. 
22 youth dance companies from across the North West presented their work, either live on 
the Quays Stage or through Film. 
 
CAT Outreach engaged over 2000 children and young people in Blackpool, Salford, 
Clitheroe, Cumbria and Oldham, 821 of these were from Salford. 
 



FAMILIES/AUDIENCES  
 
We continue to work hard to ensure our programme is accessible to all through schemes such 
as Our Lowry and My First Lowry, other audience development initiatives such as the Access 
Register and our major event, The Lowry Open Day. 

Our Lowry 
 
Our Lowry is a scheme for tickets at more accessible prices specifically for residents of 
Salford. It requires residents to join the scheme and also for promoters to agree to offer the 
tickets, so it is not available for all shows. It is a key priority for The Lowry is 2022-2023 to 
build the list of Our Lowry subscribers and increase the number of promoters offering an 
Our Lowry price.  

We transferred to a new Box Office System at the start of the pandemic and as part of this 
move conducted a full data cleaning process. Together with this as part of the GDPR 
regulations, our retention policy means that we cannot retain data for more than five years 
without engagement and during the closure period we were not collecting new Our Lowry 
data of any quantity. All of these things combined means that the Our Lowry database has 
slightly dropped in numbers. With the quality of the data we have an excellent base for 
communicating with Salford residents in an effective and relevant way but we are now 
focusing on a recovery period with a full recruitment drive in place to drive up the database 
numbers again. 
 
Breakdown of postcodes for those currently signed up to the Our Lowry Scheme:  
(Updated for 2021-2022) 
 

Postcode Areas including People % of database 

M27 Swinton 2754 20% 

M6 Langworthy/Pendleton 2260 16% 

M28 Walkden/Worsley/Boothstown 2509 18% 

M30 Barton/Eccles 2003 14% 

M44 Cadishead/Irlam 862 6% 

M7 Broughton/Kersal 774 6% 

M5 Orsdall/Seedley/Weaste & University 907 7% 

M50 Salford Quays 777 6% 

M38 Little Hulton/Greenheys/Spring Gardens 268 2% 

M3 Blackfriars/Greengate/Trinity 314 3% 

Other 
 

416 3% 

TOTAL 
 

13,844 
 



 
 

Total Our Lowry tickets (2021/22) 5,712 

Total Our Lowry bookers (2021/22) 3,817 

 
Our First Lowry 
 
Our First Lowry seeks to engage with Salford families, who are not currently independent 
theatre attenders as a family unit.  Families are eligible for the scheme if they live in Salford, 
have children under the age of 5, and have never booked for a children’s show at The Lowry 
before. The scheme is designed to enable Salford families to attend The Lowry for the first 
time for free and subsequently encourage them to become long-term independent bookers. 
A new cohort of families is recruited each year and traditionally over the course of a year, 
families will be invited to three shows. Any resident of Salford, who has not booked for a 
children’s show at The Lowry previously is eligible. The scheme aims to remove the barriers 
of cost, and also perhaps more importantly the barrier of “threshold anxiety”. Many of the 
parents have never been to the theatre before and are nervous. Key to overcoming this this 
is the time invested in helping families through the booking process and the personal 
welcome they receive on the day of their first visit. 
 
For the first two visits, tickets are free of charge and bookings are coordinated by email with 
the marketing department. For the third visit, tickets are priced at £2.50, and families book 
independently via the Lowry website or box office. In 2021-22 due to the cancelation of so 
many shows and tours the third stage (paid for element of the scheme wasn’t delivered) 
 
All families will also be signed up to the wider Our Lowry scheme if they are not already 
members. The families involved in the project will then be monitored for the next 3 years to 
determine whether they go on to become independent attenders. 
 
Topline Our First Lowry figures: 
 
 

Number of families engaged 79 

Families from priority postcodes 52% 

Number of tickets taken up by OFL members 308 

 
 
Recruitment of families 
 
We opened recruitment for the 2021/22 cohort in summer 2021, actively targeting our key 
Salford postcodes. The scheme was promoted via organisations working with Salford 
families, social media and The Lowry website but due to the many issues of working with 
COVID we were able to work with slightly fewer families than in 2019-2020 and 



By Christmas 2021 79 families had signed up to the scheme for. The families live in the 
following areas:  
 

Postcode Areas including Families % of database 

M27 Swinton 20 25% 

M6 Langworthy/Pendleton 20 25% 

M28 Walkden/Worsley/Boothstown 7 9% 

M30 Barton/Eccles 14 18% 

M44 Cadishead/Irlam 6 8% 

M7 Broughton/Kersal 3 4% 

M5 Orsdall/Seedley/Weaste & University 2 3% 

M38 Little Hulton/Greenheys/Spring Gardens 2 3% 

Other 
 

5 6% 

TOTAL 
 

79 
 

 
52% of members come from The Lowry’s priority postcodes (M5, M6, M7, M30, M38), 
which were actively targeted during the recruitment process. 
 
Visits 
 
For the first Our First Lowry event the selected show was Stick Man at Christmas and the 
second event as The Smeds and The Smoos in the spring. 
 
Stick Man 
 
Some headline information includes: 
  

 This year 42 families were signed up to Our First Lowry to see the show 
 A total of 153 people have benefited from the scheme. 
 5 hours of art activity was provided to families 
 Each family was provided with a £25 catering voucher and 35 vouchers were 

redeemed by families on the day. 
 Families attended from the following wards: 

- Swinton 
- Walkden 
- Eccles 
- Irlam 
- Ordsall 
- Weaste and Seedley 
- Broughton 



 
 

Stick Man 11th December 2021 (10am, 12pm, 2pm) 
Tickets booked 153 
Families 42 

 
Feedback from attenders: 
 
Q. What were your highlights from today? 

 All the staff have been really friendly 
 A bit of normality back  
 Excellent to not have to worry about kids being noisy 
 Seeing lot of art for children to do and get involved in is great after them not being 

able to for a while 
 Today was really good and we loved the show 
 It was nice to be out doing things again 
 Amazing to see the reaction of the children’s faces 
 I liked the bit when Father Christmas came on 

Q. On a scale of 1-10 how much did you enjoy today? 
 10 – Excellent fun for all the family 
 10 – Was an ace time  
 10 – Aw they had so much fun 
 10- We loved the show 
 100% of responders gave the experience 10  

Q. What would you like to see from The Lowry in the future? 
 More things like this 
 More Santa 
 More activities around performances on weekends 
 We would like more opportunities like this to come out as a family and do something 

great 
 Similar show and length, perfect! 

Anecdotal feedback from families: 
 
From a parent: “I just wanted to say a massive thank you for the tickets today. The children 
had a fantastic time. Upon entering The Lowry we had a warm welcome and everything 
explained to us. We was then welcomed by a fantastic team offering crafts, they were 
extremely attentive and friendly. The stewards who shown us to the seats were helpful and 
friendly. The production itself was amazing and our 3- and 5-year-old were immersed from 
start to finish, the audience participation was fantastic. We then enjoyed a bite to eat at the 
café, again fantastic staff and great service. It has been a wonderful experience for all the 
family” 
 



Another parent said “what a really lovely set up! My children (6 and 2) had a brilliant time 
making their Stick men. We came back after seeing the show when it was quieter and were 
able to sit for a while getting creative. It was really lovely to chat with Michelle and she was 
fab, very engaging with the children. Thanks so much for providing this service, so nice to 
have a bit of normality back! Please keep it going.” 
 

 
 
 
Visit 2 – The Smeds and The Smoos 
 
 
Some headline figures for the campaign include: 
 

 37 families attended on the day.  
 A total of 150 people came to see the performance. 
 5 hours of art activity was provided to families 
 £417 worth of catering vouchers were redeemed by families on the day with many 

purchasing the children’s lunch box option for their children.  

Families attended from the following wards: 
- Swinton 
- Worsley 
- Eccles 
- Little Hulton 
- Irlam 
- Ordsall 
- Langworthy 
- Broughton 
 
 
 
 



Feedback from attenders: 
 
Q. What were your highlights from today? 

 The show was great 
 It was nice to see my kids smiling and having fun together 
 The activities before the show were great, the lady running them was so friendly. My 

kids are normally quite nervous taking part in things like that, but she made them 
feel really welcome 

 Being able to give my kids a proper lunch during school holidays was great 
 The staff were all really friendly 
 We loved the excitement of going into the theatre, my children had never been in 

one before 
 Seeing their faces and how happy they were made it a highlight for me 
 It was nice to be able to do something different as a family. We could never afford to 

come normally so this was a really special treat 
 

Q. On a scale of 1-10 how much did you enjoy today? 
 100% of responders gave the experience 10  

Anecdotal feedback from families: 
 
From a parent: “We can’t normally offer our children opportunities to come to places like 
this, so it felt like a proper treat. They were amazed as soon as we came in through the front 
door and didn’t stop smiling. They’re still talking about it now” 
 
A foster carer said “I’m a long-term foster carer of triplets all age 4 and this has been the 
most magical experience for them. They loved the experience of choosing what they wanted 
in the cafe and going round to the theatre. They wanted to stop and look out of every 
window and were amazed looking out at their city. I felt really proud of what Salford has to 
offer and this experience is one that we will all remember for a long time, thank you” 
 
Another parent said: “We have had such a fun day together. My mum came along with me 
and she’s been suffering with her health recently. Being able to spend the day with her 
grandchildren and make memories with them has been very special and we can’t thank you 
enough for this opportunity” 
 
 

The Smeds and The Smoos Spring 2022 
Tickets booked 150 
Families 37 

 
 
Despite the difficult times in which these events took place the response from the families 
was very encouraging and the amazing feedback very positive. As demonstrated above, as 
well as seeing the shows themselves, we encouraged families to visit The Lookout and the 



Galleries promoting the free offer for families as well as the paid for tickets. The increased 
awareness as well as positive response to these areas was also wonderful to see. 
 
AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT 
 
Engaging new audiences and deepening relationships with our existing audiences continues 
to be a priority for The Lowry as we look for ways to support and encourage engagement 
with the venue. Whether the challenges are financial, social or practical we have again 
worked this year with local ambassadors and networks to further increase the access to our 
spaces, programmes and productions.  
 
Access Register 
 
In early 2019, we launched our access register, which allows people with additional access 
requirements to book tickets online if they prefer, as well as enabling us to tailor 
communications more appropriately. We currently have 4585 people on the access register 
which is a 20% increase on 2019 when the scheme was launched 
 
With a range of accessible performances, we have seen 1500 people attending these events 
which is 70% increase since 2019-2020 and 21 attended a ticketed gallery accessible 
performance (NB – there were far more attendees for accessible gallery events, but we only 
have data for the ticketed ones). With the new support groups and information sharing in 
place we remain committed to further improving and enhancing this part of our 
programme.   
 
Young People’s Scheme 
During the pandemic our Under-26 scheme was paused and will soon be re-launched as an 
under 30s scheme offering discounted tickets to young people and the audiences of the 
future. 
 
Open Day 
 
The Lowry’s annual Open Day had developed into one of the highlights of Salford’s 
community event calendar following hugely successful events in 2017,2018 and 2019. In 
2021 we were delighted to be able to bring back Open Day, albeit with certain restrictions 
still in place. 



 
 

The event took place on Sunday 15th August 10, 2021, and was attended by an amazing 
4,000 people. 

There was an incredibly diverse audience enjoying free events and activities that included 
dance, family circus, aerial acrobats, backstage tours and craft workshops.  
 
You can view that here: View The Lowry Open Day on YouTube Here  
 
A selection of pictures can be found here: The Lowry Open Day 2021 
 
The event was a phenomenal success, and we were delighted that 22% of attendees were 
new to The Lowry never having attended the venue before. 
Some of the key headlines from the day were: 

 Over 100 different activities took place 
 1000 people attended a workshop 
 400 went on a backstage tour 
 2000 watched a performance 
 52% came from Salford 

 
VOLUNTEERS 
The Lowry continues to run a very successful volunteer programme with nearly 300 
volunteers assisting the Theatres Front of House operations. Volunteers predominantly fulfil 
the role of ushers to The Lowry’s three theatres and are involved in wider Front of House 
functions.  
 
During the year our volunteers gave over 25,041 hours through the shifts they worked 
making a very valuable contribution to the success of our public-facing Front of House 
operations. 
 
 



IN CONCLUSION 
 
The breadth and scale of work that we have delivered during such a challenging period for 
our organisation has only been possible by the strength of partnership working in Salford 
and by the shared understanding of the role that culture plays in instilling pride in our city 
and bringing communities together. We would like to thank all of our partners for their 
shared commitment to the role of culture in Salford. 
 

 


